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Skills Worksheet. Active Reading. Section: Passive Transport.
Read the passage below. Notice that the sentences are
numbered. Then answer the. Transport proteins aid the
movement of these substances into and out of the cell. Holt
Biology. 2. Cells and Their Environment .
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sodium out of the cell. Name. Class. Date. Cell Transport. Skills Worksheet a.
Most polar molecules are repelled from crossing the membrane. Skills
Worksheet. Directed Reading. Section: Passive Transport. Read each question,
and write your answer in the space provided.
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Skills Worksheet. Active Reading. Section: Passive Transport. Read the passage below. Notice that the
sentences are numbered. Then answer the. Name. Class. Date. Skills Worksheet CH8.1 Directed Reading
Section: Cell Membrane Read each question, and write your answer in the space provided. 1. sodium out of
the cell. Name. Class. Date. Cell Transport. Skills Worksheet a. Most polar molecules are repelled from
crossing the membrane. Holt Biology Learn with flashcards, games, and more — for free. movement of
molecules across a cell membrane from areas of high concentration to areas . ______ Transport protein that
provides a tube-like opening in the plasma membrane through which particles can diffuse. Start studying
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Holt Science: Biology. 10. Science Skills Worksheets. Name. Class. Date. Cell Transport
continued. Use the information below to answer questions 4–6.
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